Below are the system requirements for **FOUNDATION HOSTED** construction accounting software. **FOUNDATION HOSTED** is compatible with Microsoft® Windows® (32-bit and 64-bit).

### RECOMMENDED DEVICES

**A laptop or desktop running one of these supported operating systems:**

- Microsoft Windows 8.1 Pro or Enterprise
- Microsoft Windows 10 Pro or Enterprise
- OS X® 10.9 or later

*Foundation Software does not support the configuration or compatibility of tablets, smartphones and other devices with **FOUNDATION SaaS**.*

### SOFTWARE FOR DEVICES

**FOUNDATION HOSTED** uses Microsoft RemoteApp and requires the latest version of Remote Desktop.

### INTERNET RECOMMENDATIONS

**FOUNDATION HOSTED** requires a broadband Internet connection of at least 3 Mbps down and 1 Mbps up per user.

### ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

- Microsoft Office® 2010 32-bit edition if using Outlook® Plugin (optional)
- **FOUNDATION HOSTED** is compatible with laser printers only.
- Please contact Foundation Software before converting to **FOUNDATION HOSTED** if you use Microsoft Excel® or other third-party applications to query data from the **FOUNDATION** database.

**Note:** We recommend that your IT professional be present during the conversion to **FOUNDATION HOSTED**.

**Note:** We follow Microsoft support and compatibility matrix.